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Business Wisdom Delivered

A Letter from the Publisher

Growing your business
Growth is a sign of a healthy business. Increasing profit and strengthening 
your company’s reputation are all exciting elements that come with growth, but 
they can also introduce new challenges. To ensure your business continues to 
flourish, remaining vigilant on planting new seeds and recognizing the changing 
landscape that requires you to nourish the business differently can be tough. 

As your business expands, your strategy should also evolve. Successful 
business owners regularly review their plans to ensure they continue to meet 
the company’s — and its customers’ — needs. Take some time to review your 
objectives and dig into the weeds of where you would like your business to 
improve. Growing businesses are often limited on time, so consider other 
resources or technologies that can help you redefine or execute on objectives. 

Keep in mind that long-term investments, data security, operational 
improvements, and a host of other seeds need to be planted or watered to 
ensure you harvest favorable results. And be sure to invest in the development of 
staff, as their engagement is key to the productivity of your business. To succeed 
in business today, it is almost essential that you have a strong company culture.

One of the joys of growing something is that you get to enjoy the fruits of your 
labor. Continue taking action and remain fully committed to your strategy, even 
if it takes you out of your comfort zone or occasionally produces a few bad fruits. 
As the saying goes, there are no gardening mistakes, only experiments. 

Randy Rupp, CPA 
CEO
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Decrypting Cryptocurrency

Cryptocurrency has no central authority, unlike other currencies which 
are backed by the government. Essentially, the government regulates, 
monitors and has control over the monetary system. Contrarily, 
cryptocurrencies are decentralized, therefore making it immune to 
government interference or manipulation. Regulations are made by the 
cryptocurrencies’ community. 

Cryptocurrency transactions are done online and are visible through a 
public ledger. Through this ledger, users can see every transaction within 
their network that has occurred. This allows users to see if a person is 
spending more than what they have. The ledger is also monitored by 
miners (comparable to police) who monitor and verify that transactions 
are valid. On the other hand, traditional currencies allow you to privately 
exchange money. But there is anonymity with cryptocurrency. People 
are able to make payments to one another without having to provide 
personal information, such as Social Security numbers or their driver’s 
license while most bank transfers require self-identifying information.

Cryptocurrency is more volatile. In 2017, Bitcoin rose from under $1,000 
to almost $20,000 within a year, but dropped to as low as $11,000 by year 
end. Cryptocurrencies can sometimes be unstable, for reasons such 
as it being a market run by very few people. This has many investors 
concerned as they cannot predict the value of their future earnings. With 
traditional currency, the average daily change is negligible.

 

Overall, traditional and cryptocurrency are here to stay for the 
foreseeable future, although cryptocurrencies may have the potential to 
change the financial system as we know it.

Cryptocurrency — a coveted gold 

coin or the currency of the future? 

Simply put, cryptocurrency is a 

digital currency that uses secret 

code to generate money. There 

are thousands of cryptocurrencies 

online, including Bitcoin, Ethereum 

and Ripple, to name a few. In many 

ways, cryptocurrency is similar to 

traditional currencies, as it can be 

used to purchase items and it holds 

exchange value. But the obvious 

question here is what makes 

cryptocurrency so different? Let’s 

take a look …

The difference between cryptocurrency and traditional currencies 

1

2

3
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For companies that follow generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP) in the U.S., adoption of the new revenue 
recognition standard is in full swing. Calendar-year public 
companies were required to adopt the new standard as of  
Jan. 1, 2018, while most non-public companies will begin 
applying it in 2019. 

To get a feel for the new standard’s impact, we reviewed recent annual 
report filings (Form 10-K) by manufacturing, construction, and 
software companies in the Midwest. SEC filers are required to provide 
detailed disclosures — both qualitative and quantitative — regarding the 
expected impact of the recently adopted accounting pronouncement.  
A few observations:

Most of the companies do not expect the standard to have a material 
impact on their financial statements (apart from requiring additional 
disclosures), although some will be required to change the way they 
report certain revenues. For example, Tenneco, Inc., an Illinois-
based manufacturer of highly engineered products for both original 
equipment vehicle manufacturers and the aftermarket, states:

• Under current guidance, we generally recognize revenue when 
products are shipped and risk of loss has transferred to the 
customer. Under the new requirements, the customized nature of 
some of our products combined with contractual provisions that 
provide us with an enforceable right to payment will require us to 
recognize revenue over time during production. 

• Our findings to date indicate only a small number of our customers 
provide an enforceable right to payment and therefore would be 
recognized over time.

• In addition, we have assessed pricing provisions contained in 
certain of our customer contracts. Certain price adjustments if 
they are determined to represent an option to purchase additional 
product at a reduced price could grant a material right to the 
customer and require a deferral of revenue.

Many of the companies reported that they have, or plan to, 
modify their internal controls or add new controls to address 
the risks associated with recognizing revenue under the 
new standard. For example, Horizon Global Corporation, a 
Michigan-based manufacturer of custom -engineered towing, 
trailering, cargo management and other related accessory 
products, states:

• Although the new revenue standard is expected to have 
an immaterial impact on our ongoing net income, the 
Company is currently modifying and adding new controls 
designed to address risks associated with recognizing 
revenue under the new standard. The Company is therefore 
augmenting internal control over financial reporting as 
follows: 

– Enhancing the risk assessment process to take into 
account risks associated with the new revenue 
recognition standard.

– Adding controls that address risks associated with the 
five -step model for recording revenue, including the 
revision of the Company’s contract review controls.

For non-public companies, it’s important to begin reviewing 
contracts and planning how to incorporate the new standard 
as the deadline for implementation is coming soon. Contact 
your Rehmann professional to discuss how the new revenue 
recognition standard will affect your company and what you 
need to do to prepare.

By Magdalena Marriott, CPA, MBA, CISA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Magdalena Marriott is a principal in Rehmann’s 
audit and assurance department. She 
specializes in assisting manufacturing 
companies and financial institutions with 
complex accounting matters. Contact her 
today at magdalena.marriott@rehmann.com.

Adopting the new 
revenue recognition 
standard:
Lessons from the front lines



Background
For more than 10 years, Rehmann has been providing 
Lloyd Ganton Retirement Centers, Inc. proactive solutions. 
Lloyd Ganton Retirement Centers offers senior living 
accommodations throughout Jackson, Brooklyn and 
Spring Arbor, MI, to meet the needs of every resident 
— from independent living to skilled care for those with 
Alzheimer’s disease.

Owner Lloyd Ganton found himself in need of a new firm 
when his local CPA lacked the resources to help him with 
some passive activity loss issues related to tax filing, and 
he also wanted to attract and retain employees. With the 
business also transitioning to his son-in-law, Paul, Lloyd 
Ganton needed something different. 

Challenge 
At a quarterly meeting, Paul mentioned a growing concern 
in both the healthcare industry and at Lloyd Ganton 
Retirement Centers — the shortage of nursing staff. With the 
aging population living longer lives, there is greater need for 
assistance with disease management and general day-to-day 
activities. And although there is a growing demand for nurses 
in both hospitals and the community, the U.S. still faces a 
shortfall of qualified nurses.

Result
In an effort to combat this issue at Ganton Retirement Centers, 
Principal Dave Page, CPA, worked with management to 
develop and administer a 401(k) plan with benefits. Offering 
retirement benefits to employees is an effective way to attract 
and retain top talent as well as build a strong financial future 
for owners.

Rehmann also assisted Lloyd Ganton with its passive activity 
loss issues, which saved the company over $1 million in 
taxes, and was able to step in and assist with Lloyd Ganton’s 
multigenerational needs — from succession planning and 
business valuation to tax planning.

“Overall, the experience with Rehmann has been 

great! We’re a multimillion dollar company and 

Rehmann assists with the financial needs of all 

eight retirement centers.” 

 Lloyd Ganton, CEO

PREPARING TODAY FOR TOMORROW
Lloyd Ganton Retirement Centers, Inc.

Companies across different industries are benefiting from Rehmann’s wide range of 
service lines. Here are some examples of companies we’ve helped by providing the 
people and resources to meet their business objectives.

SUCCESS STORIES
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Background
Metro Obstetrics & Gynecology (OBGYN) opened in 
1984 as “Bayram & Benjamin, M.D., P.C.” By that time, 
Dr.’s Bayram and Benjamin were well aware of Rehmann’s 
services as they had been working with the Firm for many 
years. The company’s name changed to “Metro OBGYN” 
in 1996 and the doctors continued working with Rehmann 
knowing they could count on the Firm’s ability to assist 
with the needs of a growing practice.

Like Rehmann, Metro OBGYN adapts to their patients’ 
needs. While Metro OBGYN specializes in OBGYN, they 
have expanded their services over the years to include skin 
care, Botox and laser hair removal.

Challenge 
Metro OBGYN originally partnered with Rehmann  
for tax consulting and compliance but needed Rehmann  
to take a more active role in their bookkeeping. The 
company wanted to be able to focus on what matters most 
to them — taking care of their patients — without having 
to worry about daily accounting tasks.

Result
Sandy Shecter, principal at Rehmann and Metro OBGYN’s 
primary business advisor, introduced Metro OBGYN 
to the Firm’s wealth advisory team. This past year, the 
company transitioned their profit sharing plan over to 
Rehmann Retirement Builders and saved money in the 
process. With a cross‐functional team made up of tax 
and business consultants, wealth advisors, corporate 
investigators and healthcare consultants, Rehmann has 
the knowledge and experience to address any concerns a 
business may have.

“Rehmann helps alleviate the stress of our day‐

to‐day bill paying operations.”  

 Dr. Mehmet Bayram

OFFERING PEACE OF MIND
Metro Obstetrics & Gynecology
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By Ryan Sullivan, CFP® and Joe Zaiter, AIF®, AAMS

The Roth IRA is an attractive retirement savings tool, offering tax-free earnings, tax-free withdrawals, 
and no minimum distribution requirements. And now may be an ideal time to convert your traditional 
IRA into a Roth. The recently enacted Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) temporarily reduces individual 
income tax rates, enhancing the benefits of Roth IRAs and lowering the cost of conversion.

Securities offered through Rehmann Financial Network, LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through Rehmann Financial, a Registered Investment Advisor. 1500 W. Big Beaver, Troy, MI 48084 | 248.952.5000.

Now’s the time to consider a 
Roth IRA conversion
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Ryan Sullivan is a principal and director of Rehmann Financial. Ryan works extensively with individuals,  
families and business owners to build financial plans to work towards accomplishing their goals. Contact him  
today at ryan.sullivan@rehmann.com.

Joe Zaiter is a comprehensive wealth management advisor. Joe focuses on helping clients understand  
and work toward achieving their personal life goals. Contact him today at joe.zaiter@rehmann.com.

No time like the present 
Generally, you should consider converting to a Roth IRA if you 
expect your tax rate to be higher in the future. By temporarily 
reducing individual income tax rates from 2018 through 2025, the 
TJCA creates a window of opportunity to convert to a Roth IRA 
while your tax rate is lower. You’ll owe taxes (but not penalties) 
on the amounts you convert, to the extent they’re attributable to 
deductible contributions and earnings on those contributions. 
But, because qualified distributions from a Roth IRA are tax-free, 
converting now allows you to avoid taxable distributions later, 
when rates are higher.

Here’s an example: Fred and Wilma, a married couple filing jointly, 
have taxable income of approximately $200,000 per year and a 
traditional IRA with a $560,000 balance. Both are 62 years old, and 
will reach age 70½ in 2026. Right now, they’re in the 24 percent tax 
bracket for federal tax purposes, but in 2026 their marginal rate 
will increase to 28 percent. If they keep their traditional IRA, they’ll 
have to begin taking required minimum distributions (RMDs) in 
2026, whether they need them or not, subject to tax at 28 percent.

Instead, to take advantage of their current 24 percent tax rate, 
Fred and Wilma convert their traditional IRA into a Roth IRA in 
increments of $70,000 per year from 2018 to 2025. Converting 
the IRA gradually spreads out the tax liability over several years 
and ensures that the conversion doesn’t push them into a higher 
tax bracket (the 32 percent rate applies to taxable income over 
$315,000). In addition to lowering their tax bill, converting allows 
them to avoid RMDs (there are no distribution requirements for 
Roth IRAs). Because their assets outside the IRA are sufficient 
to meet their needs, they can allow their IRA assets to continue 
growing tax-free indefinitely. And if they hold the Roth IRA for life, 
they can leave it to their children or other beneficiaries income-tax-
free. An inherited traditional IRA would saddle their loved ones 
with a hefty tax bill.

Traditional vs. Roth
For many people, Roth IRAs offer significant benefits, but they’re 
not right for everyone. Both traditional and Roth IRAs are tax-
advantaged accounts. The difference between them is with the 
timing of income taxes. Contributions to traditional IRAs are 
deductible — that is, they’re made with pre-tax dollars. Taxes on 
both contributions and earnings are deferred until you withdraw 
the funds during retirement. There’s a 10 percent penalty on 
early withdrawals (before age 59½), unless one of several limited 
exceptions applies.

Contributions to Roth IRAs, on the other hand, are nondeductible, 
meaning they’re made with after-tax dollars. But you can withdraw 
your contributions any time — without taxes or penalties — and 
“qualified distributions” of earnings are tax-free. Generally, a 
qualified distribution is one made after age 59½ and more than five 
years after your first Roth IRA contribution. (Note: special rules 
apply to Roth IRA conversions; see below)

So, which type of IRA is right for you? Purely in terms of tax 
savings, the answer hinges on whether you’re better off paying tax 
now (a Roth IRA) or later (a traditional IRA). If you expect to be 
in a lower tax bracket after you reach age 59½, a traditional IRA 
offers a lower tax bill. But if you expect your tax rate to rise after 
you reach age 59½, a Roth IRA will minimize your tax liability. 
Of course, you should also consider the time value of money. 
Depending on your circumstances, a traditional IRA’s tax-deferral 
benefits may be preferable even if you expect your tax rate to be 
higher in the future.

Converting to a Roth IRA
High-income taxpayers are ineligible to contribute directly to 
a Roth IRA. In 2018, for example, contributions are phased 
out once your modified adjusted gross income (AGI) reaches 
$135,000 ($199,000 for joint filers). Modified AGI is your AGI, 
with certain tax breaks — including deductions for traditional IRA 
contributions and student loan interest — added back in.

Even if your income level prohibits direct contributions, you can 
convert traditional IRA assets into a Roth IRA. 

Handle with Care
If you’re interested in a Roth IRA conversion, talk to your 
advisor to determine whether it makes sense for you. Although 
the potential benefits are significant, careful planning is critical 
because conversions are now irrevocable. Effective this year, the 
TCJA eliminated a provision that made it possible to “undo” a 
Roth conversion (up until the extended tax return due date for 
the year of conversion) if changing circumstances or market 
conditions erase its benefits.
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Bill is a principal and director of operations for Rehmann Corporate Investigative Services (CIS). He manages complex fraud 
investigations for public and private sector entities. He also performs fraud risk assessments throughout Michigan, helping 
agencies and corporations identify, eliminate and prosecute fraud. Contact him today at bill.kowalski@rehmann.com. 

What would you do if your finance director embezzled $280,000 from your company? 

Could you afford the loss? 

Would your first reaction be, “I had an outside audit conducted — how could this happen?” 

Unfortunately, auditors are usually not tasked with detailed forensic analysis, and fraudsters are often 

adept at manipulating audit information. If you think, "I'm too small for fraud," not so: 28 percent of frauds 

occur at small businesses and the median losses are double what large businesses suffer.

You would probably want to know how the embezzlement scheme was conducted and how it went 

undetected. And to find those answers, you would have to endure an expensive process of proving the 

embezzler’s culpability, terminating the embezzler’s employment, engaging a forensic accountant to 

total your loss, seek legal counsel to explore the possibility of recovering the funds, and even consider 

prosecuting your former finance director. You would also need to fill the finance director’s role with 

THE C-SUITE  
AND THE BACKGROUND

By Bill Kowalski, JD
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someone capable and trustworthy at a time when your trust 

level is diminished.

It would be wise to evaluate the internal controls you thought were 
impenetrable and rethink processes, procedures and oversight 
throughout the company. And you would have to manage and control 
internal and external messaging about the theft to protect your firm’s 
image to customers and employees. 

If embezzlement by C-suite personnel were not a problem, you could 
dismiss this list of unpleasant steps as fantasy and pat yourself on the 
back for instituting an anti-fraud board of directors audit committee. 

But C-suite fraud is not fantasy at all. According to the Association 
of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 2018 Report to the Nations on 
Occupational Fraud and Abuse, 19 percent of frauds are committed 
by owners/executives, and the median loss due to fraud committed 
by these individuals is $850,000. The report states that the correlation 
between authority and loss most likely occurs because high-level 
fraudsters tend to have greater access to their organization’s assets 
than lower-level employees, as well as a better ability to evade or 
override anti-fraud controls.

If you want to reduce the likelihood of finding out about a C-suite 
fraud long after you’ve lost valuable assets, there is a relatively simple 

tool to police the threat: C-suite background investigations. 
Rehmann Corporate Investigative Services provides these services 
to firms and businesses throughout the country. 

C-suite backgrounds have multiple deterrent effects and they work 
synergistically to strengthen your fraud prevention strategy. 

1. Voluntary recusal: Many C-suite level employees are brought 
in on a recommendation, enjoy a reputational advantage, and 
are not subject to exacting reviews. If there is any red flag in 
their background, it is often unknown to the HR department. 
Someone with a red flag might avoid moving forward with 
your firm simply because they do not want the information 
uncovered by your background investigation, which is a benefit 
to your firm.

2. Prevention: By instituting in-depth C-suite backgrounds at 
your firm, you might protect yourself from hiring someone 
with a history of bankruptcy in previously run firms or ties to 
firms with questionable practices, or from hiring someone with 
financial stresses to a position with broad fiscal authority. A 
C-suite background is a deep dive into an individual’s history 
that can uncover well-hidden information.

3. Deterrence: The mere fact you are instituting a C-suite 
background program will send a signal to anyone contemplating 
or actively participating in fraud. Your background program 
can start immediately and include applicants and those already 
employed. Your background investigations should be repeated 
on each employee at this level on a regular basis. 

4. Empowerment: If employees sense an “anything goes” 
mentality at a firm, they will not feel it is their responsibility to 
report wrongdoing. When leaders set a zero-tolerance tone with 
backgrounds for high-level employees, those who see the small 
manipulations of a big fraud are more empowered to report. 

C-suite backgrounds are a wise investment. When the median 
C-suite fraud is $850,000, a proactive and preventive background 
makes fiscal sense. According to the ACFE report, the median 
loss suffered by small organizations (those with fewer than 
100 employees) was $200,000 while the median loss for large 
organizations (those with more than 100 employees) was $104,000.

Bill Kowalski, director of operations for Rehmann Corporate Investigative Services and former special agent with the FBI, 
manages a team of background intelligence researchers who help clients stay ahead of potential fraud. He summarizes 
the effectiveness of C-suite backgrounds this way: “In order to run your business, you must hand the reins to your C-suite 
executives — the COO, CEO, CFO, CIO, CISO and anyone with access to finance and decision-making authority. Trust 
them, but note there is everything right with verifying what they claim is true about themselves and their actions.”

THE C-SUITE  
AND THE BACKGROUND

19%

$850,000
is the median loss due to fraud  
committed by these individuals. 

OF FRAUDS
are committed by owners/executives.
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In December 2017, Congress and President 
Trump passed the most significant overhaul 
of America’s tax system in decades. And while 
many are familiar with the major provisions 
included in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA), 
once you dive a bit deeper, you’ll notice there 
are many more nuances to consider for your 
business. Let’s review a few of those items:

Excess business loss limitation
In the past, aggerate losses generated from business activities not 
subject to passive or basis limitations were generally available to offset 
all other types of income on a taxpayer’s individual return. A new 
provision included in the bill limits these losses per year to $250,000 
for a single taxpayer and $500,000 for couples filing a joint return. 

While this provision will only affect taxpayers with multiple sources 
of income, the impact can be quite severe. Individuals who incur large 
business losses but generate other types of income could end with a 
distorted tax liability. It is important to remember that business losses 
can still be used to offset other types of business income and that any 
excess losses are carried forward to future years.   

Pass-through deduction
Taxpayers who own sole proprietorships and other pass-through 
entities may be allowed a deduction of up to 20 percent of the 
business’ income. The deduction sizes will vary depending on 
eligibility, limitations, phase-outs and thresholds.

While the deduction is targeted at pass-through entities, not all 
businesses operating in these forms will qualify. The provision limits 
the ability of “specified service businesses,” such as consulting firms, 
medical practices and law firms, from utilizing the deduction. The 
taxable income limitation is based on the taxpayer’s, not the pass-
through business’, overall taxable income. Entities not considered a 
specified service business are still not guaranteed the full deduction. 
Another set of limitations needs to be considered involving W-2 wages 
and tangible assets within the business.

By: Chelsie Avery, CPA, Anthony Licavoli and Michael Patterson, CPA

How the new law may impact your business
Let's talk about tax
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Corporate tax rates
The corporate tax rate structure has been altered significantly 
under the TCJA. Tax brackets with a top rate of 35 percent have 
been eliminated and replaced with a flat 21 percent tax rate. 
While the reduced corporate rate may cause many pass-through 
businesses to contemplate converting to C-corporations, there 
are many factors that need to be considered. Although the 21 
percent flat corporate rate is significantly lower than the 37 
percent top individual rate that pass-through businesses are 
generally subject to, C-corporations are also subject to a second 
layer of taxation when dividends are paid out of the company’s 
profits. C-corporations are also not eligible for the 20 percent 
pass-through deduction which can reduce a business’ overall 
effective tax rate to as low as 29.6 percent.

Deemed repatriation
Deemed repatriation of deferred foreign income is one part of 
the U.S. transition to a modified territorial tax system. Under 
the new provision, U.S. shareholders owning at least 10 percent 
of a controlled foreign corporation must include in income all 
accumulated deferred foreign income. Deferred income held in 
cash would effectively be taxed at 15.5 percent and any remaining 
amounts at 8 percent. Going forward, U.S. corporations will be 
eligible for a 100 percent dividends received deduction, allowing 
them to generally bring back cash to the U.S. tax-free. 

While deemed repatriation or the “transition tax” is applicable to 
all qualified U.S. shareholders, the dividends received deduction 
is only available to C-corporations going forward. Also, the 
transition tax applies to the 2017 tax year. This means that 
significant analysis and calculations will need to be performed 
with the 2017 return and the tax paid that year. However, an 
election to pay the liability over eight years is available and 
S-corporation shareholders have additional tax deferral options.

Global intangible low-taxed income (GILTI)
Under the new provision, qualified U.S. shareholders of any 
controlled foreign corporation (CFC) must include in income 
its foreign earnings that exceed an amount equal to a 10 percent 
standard rate of return on the company’s tangible assets. 
Domestic corporations will be allowed a 50 percent deduction of 
the GILTI amount. 

While the word “intangible” is in the title, a company should 
not assume it will not be subject to the provision simply because 
its CFC does not hold certain specified intangible assets such as 
patents, copyrights and trademarks. The GILTI rules effectively 
treat any income in excess of a 10 percent return on a company’s 
tangible assets as being derived from intangible sources. Also, 
while GILTI is applicable to all qualified U.S. shareholders of 
CFCs, the 50 percent deduction is only available to domestic 
C-corporations.
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Maybe you’re unsure about outsourcing. You think you will lose 
control or flexibility with outsourcing services, you’re unsure of 
how it will come to fruition or you’re afraid that your employees 
will resist. But you also realize you can’t do everything on your 
own. After all, it’s impossible for you to be an expert in business, 
accounting, human resources (HR) and information technology 
(IT) all at the same time. 

So if you can’t afford an entire IT department or a chief financial officer, 
what’s the best solution? Outsourcing could be the key to help you 
transform your business. 

There are many reasons why a company may choose to outsource 
certain business functions. Some of the most common include:

• Reduction in capital requirements
• Access to world-class capabilities
• Improved quality and company focus
• Revenue and margin growth

And while there are additional reasons why businesses outsource 
components of their operations, each business must determine what 
makes the most sense for their organization. Each organization 
should analyze how outsourcing will enhance their business to reap 
the benefits. Whether they are seeking short- or long-term solutions, 
to create efficiencies with on-premise or cloud-based software or a 
project consultation, outsourcing services can be tailored to meet 
their business needs.

Many businesses are challenged to find innovative methods to grow 
their company. According to a recent study, 70 percent of enterprise 
infrastructures will be outsourced by 2018. With the steady growth 
in the realm of technology, Rehmann has combined with Trivalent, a 
leading provider of managed services, cloud, cyber security, managed 
networks, and business continuity, to support its clients with a range of 
offerings — from IT governance to project management. Technology 
has made outsourcing a more accessible resource for many businesses 
by offering competitive advantages and supporting growth.

Cloud outsourcing services are an effective way to integrate 
the cloud into your organization. As technology continues 
to rapidly evolve, cloud-based solutions and capabilities are 
expected to continue to increase efficiency for businesses and 
firms alike. 

Outsourcing has also become increasingly important to 
HR professionals as they seek efficiency. Many are utilizing 
human capital management systems to manage their 
organization’s talent and payroll. 

Focus on what’s important
Outsourcing should be seen as a resource that increases 
efficiency in your business, optimized to give you more 
time for strategic focus. Let’s be honest, you didn’t start a 
business because you enjoy IT infrastructure or preparing 
financial statements. Many people don’t have the time or 
skills to perform tasks instrumental to running a successful 
business. Outsourcing core business processes will allow 
you to focus on what really matters within your business, 
therefore increasing workflow by allowing you and your team 
to complete key priorities. 

By Sharon Berman, CPA, CGMA and Jim Carpp, CISA, CRISC, CIRM, CISM

Transform your business with  

OUTSOURCING



Organizational changes present an opportunity to assess your overall business. From 
obtaining specialized services to bridge a gap or defining succession strategies, your first call 
should be to someone who knows you and your business. Our trustworthy advice, answers 
and guidance take the stress out of every challenge and change.

Business solutions. Peace of mind. That’s The Rehmann Experience.

rehmann.com/change  |  866.799.9580
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Rehmann has been 
named a Best of 
Accounting™ winner.
Fewer than one percent of all accounting firms in 
the United States and Canada earned the Best of 
Accounting Award for providing remarkable service 
quality to their clients. We are proud to be among 
them and humbled by our clients’ feedback.

Rehmann is committed to understanding where your 
business is today and where you want to take it in the 
future. Rehmann offers you direct access to associates 
from across our service lines, which cultivates more 
ideas, more service and more experience. That’s The 
Rehmann Experience.




